A Solution
for a Bird Free
Boat Lift
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Sleek design and clear fishing line allow
for a clean, aesthetically pleasing look.
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Gulls Away unique designs are
manufactured for durability.
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The mounting bracket easily
attaches to your boat lift frame
(whether it is square or round).
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The rod fits perfectly around
your boat lift cover and extends
over the top of your lift.
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The top of the rod includes a
hole where standard fishing
line is inserted and tied off. A
diagonal pattern is strung from
rod to rod which deters the birds
from landing.

It’s that easy!
Gulls Away hardware rod system
is economical, aesthetically pleasing,
easy to install, and will last for years!

(Specify type of lift to accommodate frame style
when ordering)
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A Bird Deterrent System
That Actually Stops Birds
From Landing On Canopies

No more stench, hard to remove stains,
or problems with birds on your boat lift.

Fishing line strung diagonally
resulting in a bird obstructed
landing zone. End Result is a bird
free, clean canopy cover with
minimal impact to appearance.

Lightweight hardware
attached to lift frame.
Hardware attached to lift frame
extending beyond canopy height.
Four Gulls Away hardware rods recommended for lifts 26 ft. or less. Six to
eight Gulls Away rods recommended for lifts over 26 ft. Number of Gulls
Away hardware rods is dependent on type of lift, size and bird saturation in
the usage area.

20 - 30 lb. test fishing line recommended
(included with each order)
Recommended line
configuration for lifts 26 ft. or less.
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Recommended line
configuration for lifts over 26 ft.

Specify style of boat lift when ordering to
accommodate frame.

